
Created on Thursday 30 October, 2014

Fabrics - American print cotton fabrics

Couture Dot Green
da: Zweigart

Modello: QLT-ZWE-14001-82

The ideal fabric for every quilt and patchwork
creation finish any type of embroidery.
100% cotton from Zweigart ©.
Price is for a cut of about 50cm. x 140cm.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 5.95 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 01 November, 2014

Fabrics - American print cotton fabrics

Couture Checked Small Petrol
da: Zweigart

Modello: QLT-ZWE-14001-154

The ideal fabric for every quilt and patchwork
creation finish any type of embroidery.
100% cotton from Zweigart ©.
Price is for a cut of about 50cm. x 144cm.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.35 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 03 November, 2014

Fabrics - American print cotton fabrics

Couture Checked Turquoise
da: Zweigart

Modello: QLT-ZWE-14001-110

The ideal fabric for every quilt and patchwork
creation finish any type of embroidery.
100% cotton from Zweigart ©.
Price is for a cut of about 50cm. x 144cm.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.35 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 03 November, 2014

Fabrics - American print cotton fabrics

Couture Checked Green
da: Zweigart

Modello: QLT-ZWE-14001-117

The ideal fabric for every quilt and patchwork
creation finish any type of embroidery.
100% cotton from Zweigart ©.
Price is for a cut of about 50cm. x 144cm.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.35 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 03 November, 2014

Fabrics - American print cotton fabrics

Couture Checked Lilac
da: Zweigart

Modello: QLT-ZWE-14001-119

The ideal fabric for every quilt and patchwork
creation finish any type of embroidery.
100% cotton from Zweigart ©.
Price is for a cut of about 50cm. x 144cm.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.35 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 03 November, 2014

Fabrics - American print cotton fabrics

Couture Checked Petrol
da: Zweigart

Modello: QLT-ZWE-14001-122

The ideal fabric for every quilt and patchwork
creation finish any type of embroidery.
100% cotton from Zweigart ©.
Price is for a cut of about 50cm. x 144cm.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September,
2022.

Price: € 6.35 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 06 November, 2016

Fabrics - American print cotton fabrics

Jersey Couture Sweet Life Rose
da: Zweigart

Modello: QLT-ZWE-14001-353

From the know-how of a great brand, Zweigart,
here's the new jersey for all seasons! A very
soft fabric, thanks to its high content in cotton
(95%) and to its stretch, due to its 5%
elastam/spandex: a state of the art, delicate
polyurethane fiber, making it extremely
versatile and resistant. This jersey is the
perfect choice for any project: from clothes, to
home accessories and decor.
Price is for a cut of about 50cm. x 150cm.

Expected restocking from Friday 30
September, 2022.

Price: € 7.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 06 November, 2016

Fabrics - American print cotton fabrics

Jersey Couture Sweet Life Azure
da: Zweigart

Modello: QLT-ZWE-14001-354

From the know-how of a great brand, Zweigart,
here's the new jersey for all seasons! A very
soft fabric, thanks to its high content in cotton
(95%) and to its stretch, due to its 5%
elastam/spandex: a state of the art, delicate
polyurethane fiber, making it extremely
versatile and resistant. This jersey is the
perfect choice for any project: from clothes, to
home accessories and decor.
Price is for a cut of about 50cm. x 150cm.

Expected restocking from Friday 30
September, 2022.

Price: € 7.65 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 30 November, 2016

Fabrics - American print cotton fabrics

Jersey Couture Horse Ride Fuchsia
da: Zweigart

Modello: QLT-ZWE-14001-388

From the know-how of a great brand, Zweigart,
here's the new jersey for all seasons! A very
soft fabric, thanks to its high content in cotton
(60%) and to its stretch, due to its 40%
polyester/elastam/spandex: a state of the art,
delicate polyurethane fiber, making it
extremely versatile and resistant. This jersey is
the perfect choice for any project: from
clothes, to home accessories and decor.
Price is for a cut of about 50cm. x 155cm.

Expected restocking from Friday 30
September, 2022.

Price: € 9.76 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 30 November, 2016

Fabrics - American print cotton fabrics

Jersey Couture Dazzling Deers Midnight Blue
da: Zweigart

Modello: QLT-ZWE-14001-401

From the know-how of a great brand, Zweigart,
here's the new jersey for all seasons! A very
soft fabric, thanks to its high content in cotton
(60%) and to its stretch, due to its 40%
polyester/elastam/spandex: a state of the art,
delicate polyurethane fiber, making it
extremely versatile and resistant. This jersey is
the perfect choice for any project: from
clothes, to home accessories and decor.
Price is for a cut of about 50cm. x 140cm.

Expected restocking from Friday 30
September, 2022.

Price: € 9.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 30 November, 2016

Fabrics - American print cotton fabrics

Jersey Couture Dazzling Deers Steel Blue
da: Zweigart

Modello: QLT-ZWE-14001-402

From the know-how of a great brand, Zweigart,
here's the new jersey for all seasons! A very
soft fabric, thanks to its high content in cotton
(60%) and to its stretch, due to its 40%
polyester/elastam/spandex: a state of the art,
delicate polyurethane fiber, making it
extremely versatile and resistant. This jersey is
the perfect choice for any project: from
clothes, to home accessories and decor.
Price is for a cut of about 50cm. x 140cm.

Expected restocking from Friday 30
September, 2022.

Price: € 9.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 30 November, 2016

Fabrics - American print cotton fabrics

Jersey Couture Dazzling Deers Light Gray
da: Zweigart

Modello: QLT-ZWE-14001-403

From the know-how of a great brand, Zweigart,
here's the new jersey for all seasons! A very
soft fabric, thanks to its high content in cotton
(60%) and to its stretch, due to its 40%
polyester/elastam/spandex: a state of the art,
delicate polyurethane fiber, making it
extremely versatile and resistant. This jersey is
the perfect choice for any project: from
clothes, to home accessories and decor.
Price is for a cut of about 50cm. x 140cm.

Expected restocking from Friday 30
September, 2022.

Price: € 9.96 (incl. VAT)
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